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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the trajectories followed by intense intrusions of moist air into the Arctic polar region

during autumn and winter and their impact on local temperature and sea ice concentration. It is found that the

vertical structure of the warming associated with moist intrusions is bottom amplified, corresponding to a

transition of local conditions from a ‘‘cold clear’’ state with a strong inversion to a ‘‘warm opaque’’ state with a

weaker inversion. In themarginal sea ice zone of the Barents Sea, the passage of an intrusion also causes a retreat

of the ice margin, which persists for many days after the intrusion has passed. The authors find that there is a

positive trend in the number of intrusion events crossing 708N during December and January that can explain

roughly 45% of the surface air temperature and 30% of the sea ice concentration trends observed in the Barents

Sea during the past two decades.

1. Introduction

Observations show that theArctic has warmed over the

past decades at a discernibly faster rate than the global

mean (Cohen et al. 2014). This ‘‘polar amplification’’ of

global warming is also a robust feature of climate model

predictions of the response to increased radiative forcing

(Pithan and Mauritsen 2014). Polar amplification can re-

sult from a range of different mechanisms. Themost often

cited is surface albedo feedback, originally proposed

over a century ago (Arrhenius 1896), whereby increasing

temperature leads to ice and snow melt back in the high

latitudes leading to enhanced absorption of solar radiation

and temperature gain. Observations show that polar am-

plification is greatest in the late fall and early winter—

specifically the months October to January (ONDJ)

(Screen and Simmonds 2010a)—when solar radiation is

minimal. This can be explained by a cross-seasonal effect

where the extra energy stored in the ocean in spring and

summer, owing to the surface albedo feedback, is released

to the atmosphere in winter (Serreze and Francis 2006;

Serreze et al. 2009). This heating of the atmosphere from

below can also explain another characteristic feature of

polar amplification—that it is ‘‘bottom amplified’’ so that

temperature increases faster near the surface than aloft

(Screen and Simmonds 2010b). In turn, the bottom-

amplified structure of the warming is responsible for the

positive lapse-rate feedback in the Arctic seen in climate

sensitivity studies (Pithan and Mauritsen 2014).

However, climate model experiments in which sur-

face albedo feedback is absent still show polar ampli-

fication (Caballero and Langen 2005; Alexeev et al.

2005; Graversen and Wang 2009), implying that other

mechanisms are also active. In particular, recent work has

drawn attention to the role of downward longwave radi-

ation in warming the Arctic and driving sea ice retreat

(Francis and Hunter 2006; Graversen and Wang 2009;

Bintanja et al. 2011;Kapsch et al. 2013;D.-S. R. Park et al.

2015; H.-S. Park et al. 2015a,b). The largest trends in

winter surface air temperature (defined as the air tem-

perature 2m above the surface) and sea ice concentration

(SIC) are found in theBarents andKara Seas (Screen and

Simmonds 2010a). About half of the trend in this region

has been attributed to increasing downward longwave

radiation whose proximate cause is an influx of moisture

from lower latitudes that renders the Arctic troposphere

more radiatively opaque (D.-S. R. Park et al. 2015).

In previous work (Woods et al. 2013) we studied the

statistics of moisture fluxes into the Arctic region. We
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found that a relatively small set of very intense, spatially

localized moisture injection events exert a significant

control on the interannual variance in Arctic-mean sur-

face air temperature and downward longwave radiation,

while the remaining, weaker influx events have essen-

tially no climatic impact, though they account for over

70%of the total moisture input. Furthermore, a case study

showed that the injected moist air formed a filamentary

intrusion that penetrated deep into the Arctic basin caus-

ing large thermodynamic perturbations in its path. Here,

we extend this previous work by computing forward La-

grangian trajectories to follow the intrusions poleward

from their point of injection. In this way we generate a set

of intrusion trajectories, which allows us to examine the

impact of a typical intrusion as it arrives at a point in the

Arctic basin. We also assess the extent to which the ob-

served trends in surface air temperature and SIC can be

explained by trends in the frequency of intrusion events.

We are particularly interested in the relation between

intrusions and the ‘‘synoptically driven’’ transitions be-

tween cold, radiatively clear and warm, opaque states

characteristic of the ice-covered central Arctic in winter

(Stramler et al. 2011; Morrison et al. 2011). The cold state

features vigorous radiative cooling of the surface and a

strong surface-based temperature inversion, while in the

warm state the inversion essentially disappears and sur-

face radiative cooling drops to near zero. A trend toward

greater frequency of occurrence of the warm state would

be seen, in the seasonal mean, as a bottom-amplified

warming accompanied by increased downward longwave

radiation. This provides an alternative route to bottom

amplification of Arctic warming that does not run through

upward warming by surface turbulent fluxes.

The study is based mostly on the European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts interim reanalysis

(ERA-Interim) product, which outperforms other re-

analysis products in the Arctic (Jakobson et al. 2012). We

validate the results by comparing with available direct ra-

diosondeobservations. These data are detailed in section 2.

The computation of intrusion trajectories and their statis-

tics are described in section 3, while the local thermody-

namic impact of intrusions in the central Arctic and in the

Barents Sea is explored in sections 4 and 5 respectively.

Trends in intrusion frequency are examined in section 6,

while section 7 summarizes our conclusions.

2. Data

We use the ERA-Interim dataset (Dee et al. 2011) for

the 23 years from 1990 to 2012. Our analysis excludes the

1979–89decade for two reasons: 1) because polar ampli-

fication has been strongest during themore recent decades

(Screen and Simmonds 2010b) and 2) for observational

consistency—time-varying biases have been reported in

the reanalysis owing to the rapid increase in satellite ob-

servations beginning in the 1990s (Dee and Uppala 2009).

This second point is particularly important for our study,

as we focus on attributing and quantifying these trends in

the data. The severe paucity of conventional/direct ob-

servations in the Arctic during winter implies a high re-

liance on satellite data in this region. The data are 6 hourly

at a resolution of 0.758 and 60 vertical levels. We focus on

the late autumn and winter season (ONDJ) since that is

whenArctic temperature trends are strongest. We use the

convention that the winter of 1990 ends in February 1990.

Radiosonde data for the stations indicated by black dots

in Fig. 1 were obtained from the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration Earth System Research

Laboratory (NOAA ERSL) radiosonde database. Sound-

ings are available every 12h (excluding missing data) and

cover the periods 1990–2012 (stations 1–4) and 1994–2012

(stations 5–8).

3. Moist intrusions

In previous work (Woods et al. 2013) we developed an

algorithm to detect intense moisture injection events into

the polar region. An injection event is defined as a ver-

tically integrated northward moisture flux across 708N in

excess of 200Tgday21 deg21 that is sustained for at least

FIG. 1. Region with ONDJ SIC. 90% and trend, 2% decade21

(gray shading). Numbered black dots show the location of the ra-

diosonde stations: 1) Barrow, 2) Resolute, 3) Eureka, 4) Alert, 5) Ny-

Ålesund, 6)Bjørnøya (Bear Island), 7) Polargmo (Heiss Island), and8)

Dikson Island. Solid black lines show the Barents Sea box (758–808N,
208–808E). Dotted lines indicate the 708 and 808N latitude lines.
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1.5 days and occupies a contiguous zonal extent of at least

98 at all times.

Here, we associate an intrusion event to each injection

event by tracking the air injected into the polar region using

forward Lagrangian trajectories, obtained by numerically

integrating the three-dimensional velocity using a forward

Euler scheme:

x(t1Dt)5 x(t)1u(x, t)Dt , (1)

where x and u are three-dimensional position and veloc-

ity, using pressure as a vertical coordinate. Prior to com-

puting the trajectories, we project the three-dimensional

wind fields to a Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection,

which features a constant gridbox area in km2 over the

domain. This simplifies the trajectory computation, as the

distance between grid points on the projection has no

latitude dependence. We apply a rotational operation to

the horizontal wind components to take account of the

fact that, while the projection preserves area, it does not

preserve angle. The equation is integrated with a 6-h time

step for each of the wind components u, y, and v. Re-

analysis winds interpolated from model levels to 16

standard pressure levels are used; the winds are line-

arly interpolated at each time step to the instantaneous

particle location. An ensemble of 5-day forward trajec-

tories is computed for each injection event; trajectories

are initiated at 708N and 900hPa at each time step and

grid point for which the injection criteria are satisfied

over the injection event. The 900-hPa level is chosen

because that is where climatological poleward moisture

flux across 708N is maximum (Woods et al. 2013). Given

the ensemble of trajectories for each event, centroid

trajectories are computed by averaging the concurrent

coordinates from all the trajectories initiated at each time

step of the event so that each intrusion can be represented

by a set of n trajectories, where n is the number of

6-hourly time steps in the injection event. To focus on

intrusions that reach deep into the Arctic basin, events in

which fewer than 40% of the trajectory ensemble mem-

bers reaches 808N over 5 days are discarded. This leaves

us with a final dataset of 359 intrusion events from 1990

to 2012, or ;16 per ONDJ season.

An example intrusion event is shown in Fig. 2. The in-

jection occurs over the northern tip ofNorway and lasts for

1.75 days, yielding seven centroid trajectories. As the in-

jection event progresses, its centroid shifts slowly east-

ward, giving some zonal spread in centroid trajectories.

The flowfield during the event features a large-scale dipole

straddling the North Pole, with cyclonic circulation over

FIG. 2. Case study of an intrusion event beginning over northern Norway at 1800 UTC on 27 December 1999.

Each panel shows a snapshot at a time relative to the beginning of the event as indicated in the lower-right corner.

Gray lines show centroid trajectories with gray dots at 1-day intervals. Shading shows surface air temperature

anomaly from a 6-hourly, smoothed seasonal cycle, arrows show 10-m wind, and the heavy black line shows the

15% SIC contour. As a reference, the dashed black line shows the 15% SIC contour 5 days before the beginning of

the event. Dotted line is the 708N latitude line. Thin black lines in the 15 days panel show the Barents Sea box.
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the Atlantic/North American sector and an anticyclone

over Eurasia. The trajectories reflect this structure, head-

ing toward the North Pole after injection and then curving

cyclonically to exit the Arctic over North America. The

intrusion event is associated with large surface air tem-

perature anomalies in the central Arctic and a retreat of

the sea ice margin in the Barents Sea, topics we discuss in

detail in sections 4 and 5 below.

Figure 3 presents a climatological intrusion density,

computed by subdividing the polar region north of 708N
into a 200km 3 200km grid and counting, for each grid

box, the number of intrusions in the dataset with at least

one of whose centroid trajectories crosses through the

grid box. The arrows inFig. 3 indicate the typical direction

in which intrusions move; this is done by computing a unit

tangent vector at each time step along each centroid tra-

jectory and then averaging the tangent vectors within

each grid cell. If the trajectories are isotropic the vectors

average to zero, while if trajectories have a preferred

direction they yield a nonzero mean vector pointing in

that direction.

It is clear from Fig. 3 that by far the largest fraction of

intrusions enters the Arctic through the Atlantic sector,

with smaller numbers entering over the Labrador Sea and

Greenland and from the Pacific. Interestingly, intrusions

entering via the Atlantic and the Barents/Kara sector

typically turn cyclonically toward North America—just as

in the case study above—while those entering to the east of

the Kara Sea typically turn anticyclonically and exit over

Siberia. This suggests that moist intrusions into the Arctic

are typically associated with cyclonic anomalies over

eastern North America and anticyclonic anomalies over

western Siberia, consistent with previous work (Woods

et al. 2013; H.-S. Park et al. 2015b).

4. Impact of intrusions in the central Arctic

The case study in Fig. 2 shows that the passage of an

intrusion can induce local warming of over 20K in the

central Arctic. Here, we examine the typical thermody-

namic impact of intrusions, focusing on the fully ice-

covered interior of the Arctic basin—specifically, the

region where monthly climatological SIC exceeds 90%

and shows negligible trend across the data record. This

region is shaded gray in Fig. 1. We compute composites

associated with the passage of an intrusion as follows.

Each of the centroid trajectories in each intrusion event in

the dataset is sampled at 6-hourly time steps beginning

from the injection point at 708N; for each sample point

falling within the gray region described above, we select

the nearest grid point and extract 9-day time series of

vertical temperature and humidity profiles and other

fields centered on the time when the trajectory arrives at

the grid point. We reduce this total set of events by re-

jecting those with a surface net longwave flux less

than 230Wm22 on day 0; in this way we focus on the

more intense perturbations associated with moist in-

trusions. We subtract the seasonal mean for the corre-

sponding year and then average over all events.

Results are shown in Fig. 4 (left column). The effects of

the intrusion begin to be felt around 3–4 days before ar-

rival of the trajectory centroid; note that the centroid

averages over an ensemble of trajectories and will gen-

erally lag the intrusion’s leading edge. The moisture

perturbation (Fig. 4a) is greatest at the inversion level at

all times. The temperature perturbation, on the other

hand, is initially almost uniform through the troposphere

while the surface warms more slowly (Fig. 4c). After

about day 21, however, the situation is reversed; the

warming is faster near the surface than at the inversion

level, and the inversion base moves up off the surface.

Surface warming eventually reaches a peak of over 7K,

compared to about 5-K peak warming at the inversion

level. Note the slight offset in timing, with peak warming

aloft happening around 12h earlier than at the surface.

Note also that the stratosphere shows a slight cooling

while the troposphere warms.

After the intrusion centroid passes overhead, tropo-

spheric temperature anomalies decay rapidly while the

surface anomaly decays more slowly. This leads to a

strong reduction in the mean inversion strength during

and after the passage of the intrusion.As shown in Fig. 4e,

the surface air temperature perturbation is established

very quickly but decays muchmore slowly, requiring over

10 days (not shown) to relax back to climatological values.

FIG. 3. Climatological intrusion density during ONDJ. Arrows

show the mean tangent vector at each point; a value of 1 (shown in

upper left) implies all trajectories passing a certain point move in the

same direction. Dotted lines indicate the 708 and 808N latitude lines.
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FIG. 4. Composite anomalies showing the thermodynamic perturbation associated with the passage of

an intrusion (left) over points in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean during ONDJ and (right) over the Barents

Sea box duringDJ. (a),(b) Specific humidity, (c),(d) temperature, (e),(f) surface air temperature (red line)

and SIC (blue), and (g),(h) surface energy fluxes, defined positive downward. In (g),(h), net longwave

radiation is in solid red, downward longwave radiation is in dashed red, sensible heat is in yellow, and

latent heat is in blue.
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Examination of the surface energy budget anomalies

(Fig. 4g) shows that surface warming is mostly driven by

increased downward longwave flux, owing presumably

to radiation from the warm, moist inversion level air,

yielding net surface longwave forcing of over 30Wm22.

Sensible heat flux provides a smaller contribution, while

latent heat flux is close to zero at all times.

Overall, as shown in Fig. 5, the passage of an intrusion

has the effect of bringing local conditions from a near-

climatological state with a strong temperature inversion

to one with a weak inversion and weak surface radiative

cooling. The profiles are remarkably similar to those in

the ‘‘radiatively clear’’ and ‘‘opaquely cloudy’’ states

discussed by Stramler et al. (2011, their Fig. 3). Intrusions

thus appear as key synoptic-scale drivers of transitions

among these states.

Onemay question the accuracy of the reanalysis in such a

data-poor region. We address this question by computing

temperature and humidity composites using radiosonde

data from stations on the margins of the ice-covered region

of the Arctic Ocean, specifically stations 1–4 in Fig. 1. The

composites were created by selecting all events in which an

intrusion centroid trajectory passed within 200km of one of

the stations and are centered on the time when the trajec-

tory is closest to the station. The results (Figs. 6a,c) show

good qualitative agreement with the corresponding re-

analysis results (Figs. 4a,c): a bottom-amplified temperature

response with a slight time lag between the inversion-level

FIG. 5. (top) Humidity and (bottom) temperature profiles (left) in the ice-covered Arctic Ocean during ONDJ and

(right) in the Barents Sea box during DJ. Solid lines show climatologies over the respective regions and seasons (rep-

resentative of typical conditions in the absence of an intrusion event), and dashed lines show profiles at the time of

maximum surface warming during a composite intrusion event (representative of conditions at the peak of the event).
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and surface peak warming, accompanied by stratospheric

cooling, and a humidity response concentrated at the in-

version level with smaller values in the boundary layer

(contour level not shown). However, it must be noted that

the radiosonde data have been assimilated into the re-

analysis product, implying that our validation is not entirely

independent.We are unaware of any observational datasets

that have not been assimilated into ERA-Interim during

Arctic winter, meaning a truly independent validation is not

possible here. As such, the best validation we can provide is

in the most data-poor regions (i.e., the edge of the gray

shaded region north of 808N that faces eastern Siberia).We

find that similar composites of specific humidity and tem-

perature in this smaller region exhibit the same qualitative

results as described already.

5. Impact of intrusions in the Barents Sea

Here we examine the impacts of intrusions at the sea

ice margin, where variability in SIC is largest. We focus

on the Barents Sea region, specifically on the box 758–
808N, 208–808E, where observed SIC trends are largest.

Our intrusion case study (Fig. 2) shows a substantial

retreat of the sea ice edge (identified by the 15% SIC

contour) in the Barents Sea following the arrival of the

intrusion there.

To assess the average impact of intrusions in this re-

gion, we compute composites over all cases in which in-

trusions pass over the Barents Sea box, centered around

the time when the intrusion centroid trajectory first

crosses one of the box boundaries.We focus on the period

December–January (DJ), when the box is mostly ice

covered. Anomalies for each event are computed by

subtracting the DJ mean for the corresponding year.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. Surface wind compos-

ites indicate that these events are associated with a cy-

clonic circulation initially centered just west of Svalbard,

which drives southerly winds over the sea ice margin in

the Barents Sea. The cyclonic circulation then drifts

eastward in the first 2–3 days of these events and then

FIG. 6. Observed composite anomalies of (top) specific humidity and (bottom) temperature using radiosonde data

from (left) North American high Arctic stations, numbered 1–4 in Fig. 1, during ONDJ and (right) the Barents and

Kara Seas, numbered 5–8, during DJ.
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southward, resulting in easterly winds over the ice margin

after day 6. A surface warming of up to 4.5K appears first

in thewest of the box and then propagates eastward in the

first few days along with the cyclone; the warm anomaly

quickly dissipates after day 6 as easterly winds bring

colder air from the Kara Sea. Surface downward long-

wave flux anomalies largely mirror the evolution of the

temperature anomalies, with a positive downward long-

wave anomaly of up to 30Wm22, which propagates

eastward in the first few days and then dissipates. The

spatial structure of the anomaly closely resembles that of

the surface warming. The surface turbulent (sensible plus

latent) heat flux anomaly is also positive in the first few

days; the anomaly is very strong (up to 45Wm22) over

the open ocean south of the box but much weaker over

the sea ice. The surface air temperature response over sea

ice is clearly driven mostly by the longwave perturbation.

These thermodynamic anomalies are accompanied

by a reduction in SIC of up to 6%. Initially, the negative

SIC anomaly is concentrated mostly near the sea ice

margin in the south of the box, while a positive SIC

anomaly appears in the northern part of the box. This

pattern suggests mechanically driven sea ice divergence

in the south of the box and compaction in the north. As

the event proceeds, however, the negative SIC anomalies

expand and by day 6 come to fill most of the box and also

FIG. 7. Composites of (first column) surface air temperature, (second column) SIC, (third column) surface downward longwave radiative

flux, (fourth column) surface net longwave radiative flux, and (fifth column) surface turbulent (sensible plus latent) heat flux anomalies over

all intrusion events crossing the Barents Sea box (thin black lines in each panel), centered at the time when intrusion trajectory centroids first

enter the box. Arrows show composite surface wind. Heavy gray contours show the mean sea ice margin (15% SIC contour) during the

composite. Time runs from top to bottom as indicated by the labels in the first column.
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large parts of the Kara Sea east of Novaya Zemlya. It is

important to note that although the thermodynamic

perturbation has mostly disappeared by day 6, the

negative SIC anomalies in the Barents Sea box persist

much longer, well beyond day 10. Clearly the processes

acting to restore the lost sea ice are slower than those

driving sea ice loss at the beginning of the event. As a

result, the relatively short-lived intrusion event is fol-

lowed by a longer period with anomalously reduced sea

ice cover. The exposed open ocean—in combination

with the shift to easterly winds—yields upward turbu-

lent heat flux anomalies in the latter part of the event,

which persist up to and beyond day 20. In the area of

the box with reduced SIC, the time-mean effect of the

whole event is thus a negative (upward) surface tur-

bulent heat flux anomaly.

Figures 4b,d show box-averaged vertical tempera-

ture and humidity profiles composited over the same

events. The composites generally resemble those over

the central Arctic (Figs. 4a,c) though with considerably

weaker amplitude, which is to be expected because of

the greater area over which the Barents Sea anomalies

are averaged. There are also more subtle differences:

the temperature anomaly has a bottom-amplified

structure as in the central Arctic but with a more ver-

tically uniform time evolution, and there are humidity

anomalies that peak near the surface instead of at the

inversion level. Composites of directly observed tem-

perature and humidity in the Barents Sea region during

DJ (Figs. 6b,d) show these same features; the ampli-

tude is somewhat higher because these composites are

made from individual radiosonde profiles rather than

from box area averages as in Figs. 4b,d.

Figure 4f shows that the typical intrusion crossing

the Barents Sea box causes a maximum box-averaged

surface warming of just under 4K and a 2% drop in SIC

(note that the SIC average includes open-ocean areas

with zero SIC and therefore corresponds to an area of

ice loss of about 16 3 109m2). These anomalies are

associated with a positive surface energy budget per-

turbation (Fig. 4h) peaking at around 35Wm22, to

which longwave and sensible heat fluxes contribute

about 15Wm22 each while latent heat flux makes a

smaller contribution. The question naturally arises as

to what extent the SIC perturbation is caused ther-

modynamically, by melting driven by the surface

heating perturbation, or mechanically, by sea ice drift

induced by the strong surface winds associated with the

intrusion, as mentioned above. This question is difficult

to answer in a quantitatively precise way given the

paucity of long-term observations of sea ice thickness

and drift velocities with adequate spatial resolu-

tion. Nonetheless, an order-of-magnitude calculation is

useful. If we assume that only net longwave and sen-

sible heat flux contribute to heating the sea ice, Fig. 4h

shows an average heating of some 15Wm22 over the

first 4 days of the event. This energy is sufficient to melt

roughly 1.5 cm of ice, which given a climatological sea ice

thickness of around 70cm averaged over the Barents Sea

box (H.-S. Park et al. 2015b) is equivalent to a 2% drop in

SIC, comparable to the observed box-mean drop in SIC

over the same period (Fig. 4f). This is of course a very

crude estimate: on the one hand, it underestimates the

potential icemelt since the contribution fromupward heat

flux through the ice is ignored and the downward long-

wave flux is almost certainly biased low because of in-

sufficient Arctic cloud opacity in the ERA-Interim

product (Engström et al. 2014); on the other hand, it

overestimates the actual SIC reduction since not all the

energy goes into melting sea ice (some goes into raising

the temperature), and even where ice melts, it may simply

reduce ice thickness without creating open ocean and

reducing SIC. However, it implies that thermodynamic

forcing by the intrusion cannot be ruled out as an im-

portant driver of sea ice retreat. A more sophisticated

estimate (H.-S. Park et al. 2015b) arrives at a similar

conclusion.

6. Trends

We now turn to the question of whether the Arctic

warming and sea ice decline observed in the past de-

cades can be explained by a rising frequency of in-

trusions. As shown in Fig. 8a, the number of moisture

injections into the Arctic region during December and

January has approximately doubled since 1990, while

October–November counts have increased by 13% and

are statistically insignificant over the same period. We

note that the trends in DJ as well as being statistically

significant are also robust to the choice of flux thresh-

old, showing an average increase of 80% since 1990 when

the threshold varies in the range 200–300Tgday21 deg21.

We therefore focus only on DJ in what follows.

Injection events are a combined function of both me-

ridional velocity y and specific humidity q. A natural

question arises whether the positive trend in injection

event numbers has been driven by y, q, or both. To ad-

dress this question, we compute the average y and q

within the detected injection events at 708N and take the

difference between the periods 1990–2001 and 2002–12

for each variable. Our results show that there has been an

increase in q at all levels between these two periods, while

y has remained relatively constant (actually decreasing

slightly on average between the two periods). Thus, the

positive trend in injection events during DJ has most

likely been driven by an increase in q at 708N.
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Figure 8b shows the trend in DJ intrusion density as-

sociated with the increasing injection frequency. Statisti-

cally significant trends are concentrated over the Barents

Sea and central Arctic, with secondary maxima in the

Pacific sector and over the Canadian Archipelago.

Given the impacts of individual intrusion events dis-

cussed above, we might expect a greater number of in-

trusions to result in seasonal-mean warming and sea

ice loss. These statistically implied trends can be deter-

mined by using the interannual variability to estimate

the impact of a single intrusion on seasonal-mean tem-

perature and SIC and then multiplying by the trend in

intrusion numbers. More precisely, we write

N
i
5N

0
1 g

N
i1DN

i
,

where Ni is the intrusion density at a given grid point

(see section 3) for DJ of year i, N0 is a constant, gN is a

trend coefficient (with units of intrusions per year), and

DNi is a residual reflecting interannual variability

around the trend. An analogous decomposition is also

applied to the DJ-mean value of surface temperature

and SIC at each grid point. We then estimate the im-

pact of a single intrusion on, for example, surface

temperature T by regressing interannual fluctuations of

intrusion density and surface temperature at the

same grid point: DTi 5 aDNi 1 b, where the regression

coefficient a has units K per intrusion. Finally, we

compute the statistically predicted trend in surface

temperature at each grid point simply as gT 5 agN .

This method is conceptually similar to that used by

D.-S. R. Park et al. (2015).

The regression results (Fig. 9, top row) show a sta-

tistically significant impact of intrusions on DJ-mean

surface air temperature over the Atlantic and Pacific

sectors and over Greenland, where intrusions are

relatively close to their injection point, and much

weaker impacts over the Beaufort and East Siberian

Seas, where they are near the end of their trajectories.

Statistically significant SIC response with substantial

amplitude is found only in the marginal ice zone of the

Barents Sea. Impacts on downward and net longwave

fluxes are significant through most of the domain ex-

cept for a latitude band in the south of the Barents Sea

box near the sea ice margin. The turbulent heat flux

shows a significant positive response in the open-ocean

region of the southern Barents Sea, owing mostly to re-

duced evaporation, a negative response to the east of

Novaya Zemlya.

The statistically predicted trends (Fig. 9, middle row)

show a spatial structure that is remarkably consistent—

considering the approximations made—with the ob-

served trends (Fig. 9, bottom row). Predicted surface

air temperature trends (Fig. 9f) are greatest in the

Barents Sea area extending into the central Arctic in

agreement with observations (Fig. 9k), with the aver-

age trend predicted in the Barents Sea box approxi-

mately 45% of that observed. This localization of the

trends arises both because intrusion counts have risen

most rapidly in that region (Fig. 8b) and because indi-

vidual intrusions have the greatest impact in that region

(Fig. 9a). The predicted trend has a peak amplitude of

about 3Kdecade21, about half of the observed value.

For SIC the predicted trend (Fig. 9g) again coincides

FIG. 8. (a) Total number of intrusion events during October–November (blue line) and December–January

(black) for each year in the dataset. Dashed lines show linear fits. There is a significant trend in the number of

intrusions during December–January of roughly 2.5 decade21 (p5 0:005). (b) Linear trends in intrusion density

during December–January. Solid black lines enclose trends significant at the 5% level. Gray lines show the Barents

Sea box. Dotted lines show the 708 and 808N latitude lines.
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spatially with the observed trend (Fig. 9l) and peaks at

about 10%decade21, or about 1/3 the observed value at

the same location, with the average predicted trend

in the Barents Sea box being approximately 30% of

that observed. As in the composites (section 5), the

downward longwave flux trends have a spatial structure

almost identical to the surface temperature trend, again

implying that the latter is dominated by the former.

Observed trends in net longwave flux (Fig. 9n) show

slightly negative values in themiddle of the Barents Sea

box, where SIC trends maximize. This feature is cap-

tured by our predicted trend (Fig. 9i), insofar as the

local minimum is predicted in the same location as the

negative sea ice concentration trends. A similar feature

occurs in the observed and predicted turbulent flux

trends (Figs. 9j,o) and is in fact also present in the re-

gression (Fig. 9e). As discussed above, these negative

trends can be explained by the persistence of sea ice

reduction in the aftermath of each intrusion event,

which results in surface flux anomalies oriented upward

in the time mean.

7. Summary and conclusions

In previous work (Woods et al. 2013) we showed that

intense moisture injections across 708N exert consider-

able control over the area- and seasonal-mean surface

temperature and longwave fluxes in the polar region.

Here, we have extended this work in several directions.

We have reconstructed the Lagrangian trajectories fol-

lowed by the intrusions after injection and found that

these trajectories are particularly concentrated in the

Atlantic sector and curve cyclonically from their point of

injection to their typical exit region over North America,

taking on the order of 5 days to complete the journey. In

their path, the intrusions create strong downward long-

wave flux anomalies and bottom-amplified temperature

perturbations. In the marginal sea ice region of the

FIG. 9. (Top) Detrended regression of DJ intrusion density at each grid box onto DJ-mean fields; (middle) predicted trend obtained by

multiplying the regression field by the intrusion density trends shown in Fig. 8b; and (bottom) observedDJ trends in (first column) surface

air temperature, (second column) SIC, (third column) surface downward longwave radiative flux, (fourth column) surface net longwave

radiative flux, and (fifth column) turbulent (sensible plus latent) surface heat flux. Heavy black contours in (top) enclose regions where the

detrended regression is significant at the 5% level. In (middle) and (bottom), solid black lines show the Barents Sea box and heavy gray

contours show the climatological sea ice margin (15% SIC contour). Numbers below the color bars refer to (top) and (middle), and

numbers above the color bars refer to (bottom). Dotted lines show the 708 and 808N latitude lines.
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Barents Sea, the combined thermodynamical and me-

chanical forcing associated with the passage of an in-

trusion causes a retreat of the sea ice margin, which

persists much longer than the forcing anomaly itself. We

find a significant increase in intrusion density during

December and January over the past two decades, and

this trend can explain a substantial fraction of the ob-

served trends in surface air temperature, SIC, and other

fields. Only a weak positive trend in intrusion numbers is

found forOctober andNovember, however, sowe cannot

explain the observed trends in those months using our

approach. Other mechanisms must be invoked to explain

trends during these late autumn months; processes such

as an extended melt season and associated later autumn

freeze onset are likely candidates (Markus et al. 2009).

A key feature of the warming trend in the Arctic is that

it is bottom amplified (i.e., that it is in fact a trend toward

a weakening of the climatological temperature inversion

that prevails in ice-covered regions of the Arctic basin in

winter). This feature has previously been mostly attrib-

uted to increased upward turbulent heat flux due to sea ice

loss (Serreze et al. 2009; Screen and Simmonds 2010a,b).

Our results suggest a more nuanced view. The passage of

an intrusion affects local conditions by inducing a transi-

tion from a ‘‘cold clear’’ state with a strong inversion to a

‘‘warm opaque’’ state with a much weaker inversion, in

agreement with recent modeling work (Pithan et al. 2014;

Cronin and Tziperman 2015). This yields an overall

bottom-amplified local temperature perturbation, owing

largely to surface heating by increased downwelling

longwave radiation. An increase in the frequency of in-

trusions can therefore drive bottom-amplified warming

trend even in the absence of sea ice loss. In addition, the

intrusions themselves drive sea ice retreat in the marginal

zone and thus promote the upward turbulent fluxes that

help produce bottom-amplified warming.

Our results agree with other recent work showing a

strong impact of poleward moisture flux on Arctic sea ice

variability and trends (D.-S. R. Park et al. 2015; H.-S. Park

et al. 2015a,b). Since most of the moisture flux into the

Arctic occurs in a small number of extreme events (Woods

et al. 2013; Liu and Barnes 2015), it is natural to take an

event-based approach as we do here, which allows us to

study the structure of the intrusion events and their link to

dynamical processes in the Arctic region and at lower lat-

itudes. Further exploration of these links, and in particular

the role of teleconnections from the tropics (Lee et al. 2011;

Ding et al. 2014; H.-S. Park et al. 2015b), is an important

avenue for future work.
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